
5 June, 2008 

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin 
Herald! 

Herein you will find the results of the deliberations of the College of Heralds of Atlantia during 
the month of May, 2008. 

ACCEPTANCES 

The following submissions have been accepted and included on a Letter of Intent to the College 
of Arms from Atlantia dated 30 May, 2008:  

Abel Breme. Badge. Azure, a skeletal arm embowed fesswise 
aversant sustaining a trident bendwise argent.   

Agatha of the Abbey. Name and device. Argent, three dragonflies 
within a bordure azure.   

Alan de Nedham. Change of device.  Sable, a chevron couched 
from sinister Or. 

Atlantia, Kingdom of.  Acceptance of title of Metron Ariston 
Herald from Society for Creative Anachronism. 

Beata Lyndon of Taylorwood. Name (see RETURNS for device). 
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Ceridwen Thomas of Taylorwood. Name and device.  Per pale vert 
and argent, a hand and a sinister hand inverted aversant 
counterchanged.   

Draco of Brockshore. Name and device.  Per pale purpure and vert, 
on a point pointed Or a mullet sable.  

Gaston Valmont. Change of device.  Per pale gules and azure, a 
lion rampant argent charged on the flank with a cross crosslet fitchy 
purpure and on a chief indented argent three lozenges purpure.   

Giles Green. Device. Quarterly argent ermined vert and vert, in 
bend sinister two hummingbirds rising contourny, each maintaining 
with both feet a sword fesswise reversed argent.   
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Ívarr brotamaðr.  Device. Per pall vert, argent and sable, a Norse 
sun cross Or and two raven’s heads erased respectant 
counterchanged. 

Muirghein Ó Faoláin. Name and device. Per bend sinister azure 
and Or, two wolves rampant addorsed counterchanged. 

Rosalind Delamere. Badge. (Fieldless) Two dogs rampant 
addorsed, tails entwined, collared and conjoined by a chain per pale 
sable and argent. 

Ysoria Baska. Name (see PENDS for device and RETURNS for 
badge).   

 

 

RETURNS 

The following items have been returned for further work: 

Beata Lyndon of Taylorwood. Device.  Per pale vert and argent, a 
tree couped counterchanged.  Unfortunately, this must be returned 
for conflict with Roweynne Langley (“Per pale azure and argent, a 
rowan tree, eradicated and sundered in pale, counterchanged argent 
and vert.”).  
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Bertran de Saint-Jean. Device.  Sable, on a bend argent between a 
heart gules enflamed and a bear’s pawprint argent three crow’s quills 
proper.  As the shafts on the quills are argent on the argent bend, we 
must return this for violating our rules on contrast.  In addition, the 
enflaming on the heart comes perilously close to a heart fimbriated 
of flame which has been ruled non-period style by the Laurel Office. 

Black Jack Flint. Name.  The name was returned for conflict with 
the (in)famous Captain Flint whose treasure is the central focus of 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Treasure Island. 

Christina de Nedham. Badge for House of Nedham.  (Fieldless) A 
chevron couched from dexter and a chevron couched from sinister 
within and conjoined to a bordure Or.  Unfortunately, we had to 
return this badge because it violates a longstanding Laurel precedent 
which bans bordures on fieldless badges because there is no edge of 
the field to define the bordure.    

Ysoria Baska. Badge. Gules, a bee Or.  Although the submission 
was made on a lozenge form, we believed it was intended to be a 
badge submission, but that issue is moot as it must be returned for 
conflict with Signe Scriffuerska, ("Gules, three bees Or,") and 
Elizabeth Braidwood ("(Fieldless) A bee Or,").   

PENDS 

The following items have been pended for the stated reasons: 

Elizabeta de Porta. Name.  A previous submission under the name 
of Elizabeta da Vale was previously received from the same 
submitter, but was held administratively because it was accompanied by neither a submission fee 
nor any documentation.  This has been pended to check with the submitter to ascertain whether 
she actually prefers the name Elizabeta da Vale if it can be documented. 

Ysoria Baska. Device.  Gules, semy of bees, issuant from sinister 
base, a demi-sun Or.  This has been pended to allow redrawing with 
the bees oriented more uniformly palewise and the demi-sun in a 
more standard depiction.   

Your servant, 

Alisoun 


